Your application indicated that the "next stage of capital construction will likely focus on improving in-town connections to the pathway network and improving intersections so that the experience of riding through town feels entirely safe and comfortable for users of all abilities and ages." Based on your reported data, this is exactly the type of focus needed to take advantage of your current network of off-street shared use paths. We strongly encourage this focus on in-town connections and intersections.

Continue to develop a bicycle count program that utilizes several methods of data collection including automated bicycle counters to provide long-term data on bicycle use at fixed points and mobile counters to provide periodic or before/after data related to a changes in your community’s road or bicycle network.

Develop outreach methods and programs that specifically target families, women, and non-English speaking communities. Targeted outreach should include outreach to motorists, and tourists, so that everyone understands changes made to the community and how to properly interact on your roadways.

Since your last application you have completed several planning processes to set the stage for the development of a great bicycle network and supporting programming. Keep up the great work and make sure that there is a great process to implement and communicate your planned improvements.

Your application indicated that your community has a restriction on e-bikes. Consider whether this restriction is still appropriate or if there may be alternatives.